Accelerating the impact from a tech-enabled transformation

Industrial companies that follow a comprehensive playbook can capture more than twice as much value as organizations focused on technology alone.
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Technology continues to race ahead, bringing innovative applications seemingly bound only by the imagination. Automation, the industrial Internet of Things, and robotics, among others, are transforming the way companies approach the production and delivery of goods. The coming years could bring completely automated manufacturing floors, increasingly transparent supply chains, flexible operating models—even the emergence of “dark warehouses,” which require no human workforce.¹ Such breakthroughs are closer to reality than ever before. Consider that Tesla has claimed the production of its Model 3 is already 95 percent automated.² Similarly, in late 2018, DHL launched an automated distribution center that boosted productivity by 60 percent over nonautomated facilities.³

Such innovations represent a tremendous opportunity. In 2018, McKinsey identified $1 trillion of potential value that industrial companies could capture by deploying a tech-enabled transformation (see sidebar, "Defining a tech-enabled transformation").⁴ Yet arguably, the impact to date in industrials has barely scratched the surface. Indeed, most CEOs would admit they are in only the early stages of deploying technology at scale and achieving the promised impact. Tech-enabled and digital transformations are a top-of-mind issue for CEOs, but few companies currently sponsor digital initiatives, and even fewer are achieving the targets they have set.

The question of why industrial companies trail their peers is a complex one. Industrials do face some of the same challenges as organizations in other sectors—from outdated infrastructure to lack of necessary talent—but they must also grapple with systemic obstacles before beginning to capture potential value. Issues are as likely to emerge around people and execution as around technological complexity.

A successful tech-enabled transformation requires organizations to make progress on several paths simultaneously, a prospect that can seem overwhelming. Only by following a structured, comprehensive playbook can companies translate
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Sidebar

### Defining a tech-enabled transformation

Digital technologies—including analytics, the Internet of Things, artificial intelligence, and machine learning—have tremendous potential to fundamentally change how industrial companies operate. Organizations will need to undertake an end-to-end transformation to harness these technologies and capture the next level of value. The term “tech-enabled transformation” reflects technology’s role as a catalyst in this journey for industrial companies as well as its role in supporting and accelerating change throughout the organization.
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their transformation priorities from strategy to action. A two-step methodology supported by several enablers can provide companies with the direction, priorities, and organizational capabilities to maximize the value of such investments. Indeed, companies that took a comprehensive approach to their transformation generated more than twice as much value as organizations focused solely on technology improvements.⁵

Where tech-enabled transformations flounder

Across sectors, achieving a successful tech-enabled transformation is a tall order. Industrial companies have a number of built-in obstacles that they must address—some the result of decades of strategic decisions. Historically, the C-suite has not been closely involved in digital transformations. This habit may stem from an aversion to using data and analytics to inform decision making or support functions such as operations, sales, and finance. Further, industrial companies often apply platforms or tools ad hoc or for specific use cases rather than rolling them out on an enterprise level across business domains.

A lack of sufficient talent and capabilities is not a challenge unique to industrials, but these companies must address it from several angles. Not only must they upskill existing talent to create a more technologically savvy workforce. They also need to attract top candidates to implement analytics-based solutions. And while industrial companies have the resources to hire qualified

more value generated by companies that took a comprehensive approach to their transformation, as opposed to those that focused solely on technology improvements

tech talent, their overall strategy and culture must ensure that analytics hires can make the desired impact—a considerably heavier lift.

A comprehensive playbook for a tech-enabled transformation

A transformation playbook, consisting of two phases and four enablers, can help industrial companies break free of their legacy approaches to pursuing a tech-enabled transformation (Exhibit 1). While the guide may appear straightforward and intuitive, its impact depends on comprehensive and coordinated execution of all elements. Following the playbook for an ambitious transformation will maximize the chances of success, but companies must ensure they have leadership’s buy-in and involvement as well as bottom-up engagement.

Phase 1: Assess

The tech-enabled transformation starts with a CEO’s vision of the company’s transformation. Too often, conversations about how to apply technology end up focusing on specific use cases that get lost in a sea of business priorities. Instead, senior executives must envision a transformed business model across a set of domains. Our research identified five business domains with the greatest potential value in a tech-enabled transformation: making and delivering, selling, running the corporation, servicing, and innovating and developing products and services.⁶

The assessment of an organization’s current state should quantify the value and feasibility of achieving targets on an accelerated timeline. A company can capture its aspirational value only by considering a portfolio of use cases within each business domain. Companies can then prioritize use cases based on their potential value and feasibility (Exhibit 2). In contrast, companies that start by focusing on targeted use cases instead of business domains undermine the impact of transformation. For example, the IT organization could work with

Exhibit 1

Industrial companies must follow a comprehensive transformation playbook to capture the value from technology.
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⁶ For more on these domains, see Atluri, Sahni, and Rao, “The trillion-dollar opportunity for the industrial sector,” McKinsey.com.
the sales operations team to deploy dynamic pricing, but without a broader vision and ambitious transformation in mind, the value is likely to be limited.

When selecting use cases, industrial companies should ensure that the value at stake is measurable and meaningful such that it has the potential to change the organization's trajectory. A well-executed tech-enabled transformation will have direct impact on revenue growth, margins, and new revenue streams from new business models or services. As part of the assessment phase, companies should set clear goals for each use case (based on the domains affected by the transformation).

Reimagining a business domain typically requires not just inspiration but also an ambitious goal. At one industrial company, a CEO sought to increase the margin profile by 200 basis points within a year by harnessing technology. This goal was clearly tied to profit and loss, so the entire organization was affected. One of its biggest business domains was selling, which had more than 1,000 staff using legacy or ad hoc relationships, tools, and methodologies. Leadership decided to digitalize the sales process by using data-driven insights in every area, from lead generation and pricing to the expansion of share of wallet with customers.

Once the CEO was convinced of the potential value from the business domain and the leaders
bought into the ambitious goals, the company made technology investments across a range of use cases that directly supported the business domain transformation. The decision-making process also clarified the path to build capabilities and transform the organization. Upon deployment, the company saw margins increase by 50 basis points in the first three months—a quick result that built momentum and engagement.

**Phase 2: Build and implement**

The second phase is critical because it involves developing the internal capabilities and infrastructure to execute on the road map. As with any transformation, speed and acceleration are critical, but consistent follow-through and continuous improvement are also vital. When these programs are launched at scale, companies often report an initial uptick in productivity created by employee excitement in capability building and new tools. However, this progress can quickly plateau without a robust and closed-loop performance-management process.

Too often we see performance management and value assurance undermined by the challenges of reaching employees at multiple locations. In such instances, the best performers improve and some go-getters participate, but a large chunk of the organization sees marginal or no gains. Organizations that link standardized metrics to technology solutions can provide executives with the information they need to encourage participation and gauge progress.

Four enablers can equip industrial companies with the infrastructure and capabilities to execute a tech-enabled transformation.

**Enabler: Capability and talent (‘muscles’)**

Companies often greatly underestimate the investment in the capabilities needed to support a tech-enabled transformation. These capabilities can be broken into two categories: workers with the skills and agile mind-set to develop and scale digital and analytical solutions; and leaders and employees—including those within sales and frontline manufacturing—that harness data-driven insights for the greatest impact.

Scaling the talent to design digital and analytical solutions usually requires a different approach to talent attraction and development. In addition to seeking candidates outside the usual sources, organizations will need to manage new hires differently from how they manage legacy talent. In many cases, the incentives and management processes must be significantly revised to motivate this new wave of hires.

One of the greatest challenges in building capabilities is variability in leadership. To overcome it, industrial companies should continue investing in capable leaders to manage performance centrally and lead change across the organization. With this level of change, companies must also typically address mind- sets, as additional scrutiny into operations can be met with fear and suspicion.

Enhancing leadership and workforce capabilities requires a combination of standard and tailored training programs across every level of the organization. This effort must be ongoing and requires the right content, tools, and reinforcement. In the industrial company noted previously, it was essential to build the capabilities of the sales staff, which had not been exposed to data-driven sales approaches.

A well-executed tech-enabled transformation will have direct impact on revenue growth, margins, and new revenue streams from new business models or services.
As a first step, companies must evaluate individuals to prioritize skills gaps and development needs. A blend of formal training, applied and social learning, and coaching supported by systems and processes can help organizations build the desired skills and behaviors at all levels. A common pitfall in capability building is a "one-and-done" model, in which companies undergo large-scale rollouts across their front lines—without a reinforcement model. In reality, fundamentally changing capabilities requires a continuous-learning approach.

Enabler: Technology and data (‘backbone’)

It is essential for companies to address technology infrastructure at all levels of the organization. For the back end, a next-generation data platform that can aggregate data from a broad set of sources and empower high-speed software development is foundational to a tech-enabled transformation. This platform then supports front-end solutions that draw on data and analytics to support better business operations (Exhibit 3).

Exhibit 3

The data platform—which includes unstructured data storage, advanced analytics, and easy-to-use tools—supports modern analytics capabilities.
Companies must also adopt a broader perspective regarding decisions on their tech stack—for example, finding ways to aggregate and consolidate data sources in a centralized data lake. Although the prospect of consolidating data from multiple distributed sources can be intimidating, companies can still make iterative progress. Many industrial companies that partner with cloud players assume their work is done,⁹ but that couldn’t be further from the truth. Building a data bed on top of a cloud platform and developing the analytics tools to turn data into actionable insights is a major undertaking. In addition, data-visualization tools are needed to track key performance indicators linked to outcomes so that executives can monitor progress.

Since getting out of the starting gate quickly can help companies establish momentum, they should adopt an agile approach to technology deployment.¹⁰ Emphasizing quick iterative cycles can not only focus an organization’s energy and resources but also increase engagement and accountability. Too often we see companies stretch technology development out unnecessarily (a year, for instance, is far too long).

The industrial company that embarked on the tech-enabled transformation for its sales staff developed a data lake as a key asset.¹¹ Since building a production-ready tool would typically take eight to ten months, the company pursued an alternative short-term data bed that could be launched in a two-month sprint. This project gave the sales team early insights into how to pursue low-hanging fruit and short-term opportunities for immediate results. Thinking creatively and in an agile manner gave the sales team the tools it needed to sustain the impact.

Enabler: Performance infrastructure (‘brain’)

In many ways, the success of a tech-enabled transformation comes down to the effectiveness of a company’s performance infrastructure. Indeed, so much value in technology projects can be lost without it. For example, half of enterprise-resource-planning implementations fail on the first attempt, and most cost three to four times as much as the original budget.¹² A mature, robust performance infrastructure can help keep such initiatives on track by promoting accountability, coordination, and visibility into progress.

Performance infrastructure has three primary components:

- **A transformation office.** Dedicating high-profile resources is a critical factor in a successful transformation. The best candidates will be missed in their current jobs, so leaders must be discerning in their selections. These people are well respected, come from diverse business units, and do not hesitate to challenge the organization, escalate issues, and use data to increase accountability. A good transformation office also builds sustainable capabilities and incorporates data-driven decision making.

- **A war room.** Successful companies also invest in a war room to serve as a nerve center for the transformation. Daily check-ins can help to identify the hot spots where the organization should focus its attention. The war room helps establish a disciplined cadence of meetings with business leaders to ensure they are on track to achieve their targets. A chemicals company, for example, created a war room that oversaw principal targets, milestones, and real-time tracking (Exhibit 4). It then used weekly check-ins to get updates on such actions as data and customer relationship management integration and training programs.

- **Incentives and recognition.** Companies should base incentives on the tech-enabled transformation’s tangible outcomes, especially its financial goals. For example, if the outcome is margin expansion through digitalization of the
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front line, sales leaders and staff need to have clear motivations to pursue these goals. In one company, this task entailed changing the evaluation process of frontline employees to include rewards for exhibiting new behaviors.

Enabler: Organization and mind-set (‘heart’)
A tech-enabled transformation can be successful only if it is applied directly to the core organization—not piloted in a parallel organization. For the operating model to change, executives must alter the way they manage the business. For example, many companies have monthly operational or business reviews, in which the CEO and CFO talk to the business leaders. Using digital tools and dashboards in these reviews and establishing KPIs will reinforce the new approach throughout the rest of the business.

Transformations of this magnitude will not happen without visible and regular senior leadership involvement. Therefore, the CEO, CFO, and heads of business units must model the desired change. When they use the same technology and tools and are visible in plants, slow-adopting employees may gain extra motivation to embrace new ways of working.

Generating outsize value from tech-enabled transformations
Any transformation faces long odds of succeeding: McKinsey research has found that around 70 percent of all attempts (both digital and nondigital) fail.¹³ Of the 30 percent that produce the expected value, a majority follow a structured process that focuses on several playbook elements.

Our experience managing more than ten tech-enabled deployments in the industrial sector and a survey of more than 20 B2B companies (a combination of industrial, oil and gas, utilities, agriculture, and hardware organizations) that underwent significant tech-enabled transformations reinforce these findings. When companies concentrate on all aspects of infrastructure and execution in a coordinated fashion, they are significantly more likely to capture a greater share of a transformation’s potential value.

All of the companies in our sample set ambitious objectives (such as to increase earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization by at least 10 percent). The study found a direct correlation between impact through technology (as defined by the percentage of the target aspiration achieved in 24 months) and the effectiveness of the transformation process (Exhibit 5).

**Bringing it all together**

The playbook for a tech-enabled transformation is composed of multiple initiatives that touch every part of the enterprise—a daunting proposition. Our experience with successful transformations identified some common themes:

- A tech-enabled transformation starts with a thorough assessment and involves setting aspirational goals linked to revenue growth and margins. These clear targets promote transparency and accountability across the organization.

- Executive sponsorship and scrutiny are critical to successful transformations. The top team and management are the most effective evangelists for new attitudes and ways of working and should seek to lead by example. In companies where a transformation has taken root, role modeling was a vital contributor.
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A comprehensive transformation approach enables companies to capture a greater share of the potential value.

**Realized impact** (% of full potential) vs. **Transformation-process effectiveness** (on a scale of 1 to 5)

**SOURCE:** Survey of 25+ technology-enabled transformations that achieved at least 20% of their target potential in the first two years; the correlation coefficient found was within 95% confidence.
As the whole notion of a transformation suggests, the degree of organizational change is significant. Companies must take a comprehensive, rather than piecemeal, approach to identify and pursue opportunities to harness technology.

The initiative works only if technology solutions are woven into the fabric of the organization and processes, integrating with the way the company functions. Technology can't be the domain of a parallel organization. Instead, it must be a foundational element of strategy and decision making.

To change the operating model, companies must change the way the business is managed.

Many companies have monthly operational or business reviews, conversations between the CEO or CFO and business leaders. Identifying new metrics and using the transformation office’s digital tools and dashboards to support these reviews on an ongoing basis will sustain performance improvements.

Experience shows that companies that approach tech-enabled transformations through a technology-focused lens can only capture about 50 percent of the potential business value. However, industrial companies that follow this comprehensive playbook can secure substantially more value.
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